Closing Rings

Steel, Plastic or Fiber Drum Rings
We supply many sizes of industrial drum locking rings and handles for UN (liquids and solids) and non-UN drums. Rings from 75mm to over 1 meter in diameter, in metal from 0.4mm to 2.5mm thick. Locking rings can be iron-zinc, galvanised, stainless steel or painted. We also offer a wide range of different section profiles. Closing devices can be welded or riveted onto the closing ring heavy and light duty, in quick release external lever toggle, internal levers, nut and bolt and latch closure devices.

Plastic drum Lever Latch Ring
Drum lever latch rings fit most plastic drums. The outside handle is very efficient for quick closing.

Clamps
We can supply various types of clamps with required finish. Special order clamps suitable for projection, spot welding or riveting are also available.

Plain Lug Bolted Ring
This is the most efficient and most economical closure on the market for steel drums. They are simple and easy to use, requiring insertion and tightening of a single bolt and nut

Call for a Quote: 800-577-0715 or 612-781-0923